
NFL Strategy Briefcase Extra

Playbook
For index to this play book- see final page.

(For other details see NFL Strategy Player Aids by Ron Post on Vasselengine)

Running Plays:

____________________________________________

______________________________________________



______________________________________________

______________________________________________



______________________________________________

______________________________________________



______________________________________________

______________________________________________



______________________________________________

______________________________________________



_

_____________________________________________

On this strong side draw our halfback takes the
ball off right tackle.  Blitzes can mean lost

yardage, and an over shift is tough to penetrate,
but we will be in good shape if they favor the

weakside, or if their line is charging hard.

______________________________________________

Now we head to the weakside with our fullback
leading the way for the “2” back.  Tight run

defenses will stack us up, but if they are
playing the strong side, we will hurt them on

their back side.



Passing Plays:

______________________________________________

______________________________________________



______________________________________________

_____________________________________________



______________________________________________

______________________________________________



(The next six plays are additional passes added in newer versions)

This pass play features a slot back (H) to the

weak side, and it can be very effective if we have

room to maneuver.  Strong side zones will be

hurting on this one, and if we are in the “blue”

even weak zones will leave us open.  The best

defense on this one is man coverage, better yet if

they put pressure on our QB.

__________________________________________________________

We can pick up third and long and maybe break it for
big yards across the middle with this route.  To be most
effective we need room to run across the field from the
weakside.  If that is the case we will devour a basic
man coverage, the KC zone, and get the best of a
mombo, and combo.  Also, double coverage on our
wide outs leaves the middle open for secondary
receivers. A hard pass rush is necessary to limit our
QB’s options and to stifle us on this one.  In fact, if we
drift one across the middle it could easily be going the
other direction.   

_____________________________________________________________

A play action pass fake and a pulling guard

give the QB some extra time on this strong side

pass.  If we pick up the pass rush and have

room to stretch the defense, we will beat zone

defenses hard with this play.  Blitzes, the blast

man to man, and the mombo will shut us down.



Here is a slight of hand play that gets the ball to our
big back.  It acts like a draw play which heads off the
weak side   tackle.  We will give them some pain if
they are playing pass defense to the strong side, or if
they are in man coverage with the linebackers back in
coverage.  Because timing is so important on this
play, a blitz can put a severe hitch in our gitty up.  

__________________________________________________________

We can pick up 20+ with this corner pattern.  
We would like to catch them in a man to man
coverage on this one.  Then, if we can provide
enough pass protection to give Z time to get to
the corner we can sting them.  Another factor
for success is having enough strong side room
in which to operate.  We’ll have trouble against
a strong side zone and a weak zone too, if they
get a rush on us.

_____________________________________________________________

We fake our sweep action and roll the
quarterback to the weak side.  Meanwhile, X
beats it deep down the sideline.  We want to
catch them favoring the strong side in order to
burn them.  If they are sitting back in a zone, or
if the backside pass rush is coming, an
incomplete pass may be a  welcome sight.



_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________



Specialty Passes: 

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________



__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________



__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________



__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________



Defense:

______________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________



_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________



_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________



_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________



Formation: A 3-4 front with our corners up tight.

Characteristics: Solid run defense up and down the line, but the 20
Draw can hurt us up the middle.  Good against short passes including
screens, not bad on deeper routes as well.  Vulnerable on the sidelines
and deeper corners.  Z and H Corner give us problems.  B Fly is a
handful, and the B Delay is trouble.  

Comparison to 3-4 Line Backer Blitz:  LB Blitz is tighter on runs,
especially around the end, but the 3-4 Buck gives us an advantage
against many passes.

Comparison to 3-4 Blast Man-to-Man:  Buck is much better against
the run, but the Blast gives us much better pass coverage in the middle
and deep secondary.

______________________________________________________________________________________

Formation: Our “KC” Front has four lineman and a linebacker up close in a
3-4 set-up, along with our strong safety cheating up.

Characteristics: This is a solid defense against strong side runs, but vulnerable to
the weak side.  Our pass defense is somewhat risky with our tightly packed front,
and stunts.  We do well on short passes to the strong side, and especially against
the A/B Divide.  Also, we will pick off our share of deep balls.  However, we have
serious issues with the H Corner, Shot Gun X-In, other mid range passes across the
middle, and with short passes to the weak side.

Comparison to Over Key Strong Zone: On the run the KC Front has an
advantage over the Over Key on the 20 Fold only.  On the other hand, the KC Front
is inferior on runs at the 4 and 6 holes.  The KC give us a few advantages over the
Over Key Zone on passes.  From the “black” it handles the X-Hook well, and the Y
Straight won’t hurt so much.  From the “blue” the KC Front gives us some tight
coverage when the offense tries to slip one in on the short (right) side of the field. 
However, X can hurt us bad on the Hook and the In.  In the “red” the KC Front has
trouble handling the variety of options the offense has, and the Over Key covers
better on the Y Cross, Z Out, X Hook, X Cross and Y Straight.

_______________________________________________________________________________________
Formation: Base 4-3 set-up

Weak Rotation: Secondary rotates to the weakside, and brings weak side cornerback
up on run support

Characteristics: Decent run defense between the tackles, with extra support on
weakside sweeps.  Pass coverage is strong on weak side, but handles the middle well
when the ball is on “blue” hash mark.  We have trouble with H Corner and Z Corner,
as well as other strong side passes to Z.

Comparison to 3-4 Plug Weak Zone:
Better on many runs than 3-4 Plug because we are not over shifted.  Generally weaker
than the Plug against the pass.  In the “blue” we cover the middle better, but the
sidelines worse.  In the “red” the Weak Rotation is very vulnerable to Z, but it does
handle the Shot Gun X-In better than the Plug.



Index:
Running Plays

20 Fold p 1
20 Quick Trap p 1
20 Trap Draw p 5
24 Slam p 3
Shotgun 24 Trap p 3
Ace 26 Float Power p 2
28 Sweep p 3
28 Toss Sweep p 4
Ace 29 Quick Pitch p 4
Ace Wide 34 Draw p 5
Ace Flutter 37 Slant p 2
Zip 42 Wedge p 1
45 Drive p 2
45 Give p 5
49 Sweep Weak p 4
U Reverse Left p 6
I-25 Lead p 6
26 Sprint Draw p 6

Passing Plays:

50 X Quick Out p 8
Ace 37 Shovel p 11
89 A Choice p 7
88 A & B Divide p 7
82 Z Slant p 7
Shotgun 84 Z Square Out p 9
85 H Corner p 10
83 X Hook p 8
Shotgun X Cross p 9
80 Y Cross p 9
Ace Float 84 U Straight p 8
Fake 21 Roll Strong p 10
Shotgun X-In p 10
Pass 28 X Fly p 11
50 Z Post p 12
50 Y Go p 12
Ace Flutter 85 Z Fly p 12
82 Z Corner p 11

Specialty Plays

X Screen p 14
Quick Screen Left p 14
FB Screen Right p 13
Pass 24 B Delay p 16
Pass 24 U Fly p 16
HB Option Pass Right p 15
Flea Flicker p 14
Ace Float 37 U Shoot p 16
Ace Float 28 X Square Out p 15
Pass 49 Throwback p 15
Middle Flood p 13
Rollout Flood p 13

Defense

4-3 Key Man to Man p 17
3-4 Blast Man to Man p 18
3-4 Buck 1-2 Yale M/M p 21
3-4 Linebacker Blitz p 19
4-2 Nickel Max Blitz p 20
3-4 Plug Weak Zone p 19
4-4 Weak Rotation p 21
K.C. (Front) Strong Zone p 21 
4-3 Over Key Strong Zone p 18
4-2 Nickel Twist Strong Zone p 19
Short Yardage p 20
4-2 Key Safety X Combo p 17
4-3 Under Key Double p 18
3-4 Key Mombo p 17
3-4 Nickel Prevent p 20

Also: Defense Short Summaries
     (after index)



Defense Short Summaries

Key Mombo: Average run defense, good on short passes (esp. to Z) and on medium passes to Z and Y. 
Below average on long passes and play action.

Safety X Combo: Good defense against the run and on short passes (esp. to X).  Good on medium
passes (esp. to X), but poor on floods and long passes (esp. to Z).

4-3 Key Man-to-Man: A basic, balanced defense.  Not strong against runs and especially vulnerable to
misdirection.  Average pass defense, best against X and long ball.

4-3 Blast Man-to-Man: Poor against runs and below average on short passes and screens.  Good on
longer passes and flood package.

4-2 Nickel Max Blitz: Risk- reward defense.  Very good on most runs, and good on medium and long
passes.  However, quick hitting runs and short passes will hurt us.  Plus, if they do complete longer
passes they will go along way.

3-4 Linebacker Blitz: Average on runs, better against sweeps.  Above average on medium and long
passes including floods and roll outs, below average on short passing game and against Y.

3-4 Buck 1-2 Yale Man-to-Man: Another stunting defense.  Good against most runs, best on  weak side
, worst up the middle.   Tight pass coverage short, plus strong pass rush.  Poor against corner routes.

4-3 Over Key Strong Zone: Runs- good on strong side, bad on weak side.  Good pass coverage against
Z and very good on longer balls.    Trouble with “Straight”, floods, play action, and weak side passes.

4-2 Nickel Twist Strong Zone: Poor on most runs, especially sweeps.  Tough on Z, most strong side
passes and all long balls.  Vulnerable to “Straight”, short passes, and play-action.

KC (Front) Strong Zone: Average run defense, better on strong side.  Tough against short passes
except to weak side.  Not bad against long ball, but very shaky against mid range passes.

Under Key Double: Good against weak side runs, but not strong side.  Tough pass coverage on wide-
outs X and Z, but leaves Y, A, B with room to catch and run, especially on strong side.

3-4 Plug Weak Zone: Good against weak side runs- strong side is another story.  Tough pass coverage
on weak side and on long range passes.  Floods, play action, and short passes to strong side are trouble.

44 Weak Rotation: Run defense good on weak side edge, decent between tackles, and wanting on
strong side edge.  Pass defense is solid on weak side, but has trouble with Z and corners on both sides.

3-4 Nickel Prevent: Good on long passes when they are in a hurry.  Vulnerable to runs, medium passes.

Short Yardage: Very good on runs and short passes, and not bad on medium and longer passes.  Can be
beat with play action, and beat bad by some trick plays (See limits to use of this defense).
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